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CASE  STUDY

Desktop Fingerprint Time Attendance System 

Installation Site :  Planet Fitness Franchise(Mexico City, Mexico)
Brief introduction:
    As the most innovative health club brand in the United States, Planet Fitness is 

known for a lot of things – our absurdly low prices, our lunk alarm, and most of all 

perhaps, for our Judgement Free Zone philosophy, which means members can 

relax, get in shape, and have fun without being subjected to the hard-core, 

look-at-me attitude that exists in too many gyms. 

1) Due to the increased time and workload of checking the attendance manually, 

     the owner of fitness franchise needed a fast and effective system to shorten the 

     process.

2) One desktop unit without any installation so they can put it anywhere.

3) One simple and cost effective product for 50 employees only

4) Various reports

Solutions >>
Anviz has provided a system with Bio-office TC100 desktop fingerprint time attendance 
system and management software that can be simply worked by connecting with a laptop 
via USB cable.

Case Study >>

1) With its portable feature, it can be perfectly used for multiple purposes anywhere, without the installation.

2) Providing management time attendance software, it is able to create multi-purpose reports based on attendance information.

3) Very cost effective with high performance-price-ratio

4) Simple menu to enroll and delete users

- Bio-office TC100 desktop fingerprint time attendance system: 
  standalone unit with USB cable for connecting with a laptop
- Bio-office time attendance management software: 
  management and various reports creating & converting & printing.

           lanet Fitness Franchise in Mexico City was facing the problem of time attendance.

           One is buddy punching and the other is the huge amount of time they spent on calculation of working hours. They 

realized they needed a reliable, fast and efficient way to keep track of attendance, which also eliminates buddy punching. They 

wanted to find a simple and accurate solution instead of writing individual tickets to count attendees.

    They also came to the realization that the time spent on writing numerous reports was cutting into their valuable time.

    After searching for an answer, they came across Anviz's TC100 desktop fingerprint time attendance system. They realized 

Anviz's fingerprint technology could help them complete solve the buddy punching problem - a real headache in management. 

They also realized that this system could save their HR department a lot of time and labor by reducing the effort being used in 

writing individual paperwork. They could simply check the attendance by having the employees scan their fingers the report 

would automatically be processed in software.

    TC100 has been designed in a most simple way for mobility and convenience. It was easily put on the reception desk without 

any installation. It could be carried to everywhere such as meeting rooms, training areas and the cafeteria with easy connection 

to Laptop via USB cable. Besides, the operation menu was specially simplified so anyone could use it after receiving easy 

instruction. Even HR employee without very good computer knowledge can complete the enrollment and maintenance without 

any problem. Bio-office TC100 with management software is the perfect solution for small offices.
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